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Demonstrating White Space Networking Capabilities and
Potential with an Embedded & Open-API Platform

1. Two white space links created using our FCC certified equipment

– A fixed link across multiple floors of the hotel

– A mobile link for participants to experiment with

F igur e 3: Exam ple int er act ive over lay of r eal dat a

capt ur ed fr om a m ar ine deploym ent in P i t t sbur gh.

and downlink), as well as noise in the environment (shown

in Figure 2).
While what we have discussed above demonst rates cur-

rent white space capabilit ies, we will also demonst rate white
space potent ial by showing some of the more advanced fea-

tures that can be built on top of the plat form with our open
API. As the final part of our live demonst rat ion, we will

demonst rate an applicat ion of discont iguous spect rum ac-
cess where the radio by suppressing subcarriers around a

wireless microphone (primary user) that avoids all audible
interference with the device.

3.2 InteractiveDisplay of Current Networks
To allow part icipants to bet ter understand white space

networking capabilit ies beyond the confines of demonst ra-

t ion area, we will provide a workstat ion that has a map of
our current commercial deployments and interact ive func-

t ionality to view data collected from them. This provides
insight in to propagat ion of white space networks through

terrain and cit ies.
In part icular, we will highlight a marine applicat ion in

Pit t sburgh, PA to provide connect ivity to boats and barges
through it s rivers. As shown in Figure 3, users will be able

to click on various data points to see signal st rength, SNR,
throughput , latency, and noise. By select ing various check-

boxes (that vary by deployment ), users will be able to see
di↵erent propagat ion characterist ics and coverage given dif-

ferent antennas.
We will also provide data from deployments at West Vir-

ginia University (campus), Namibia (emerging), and Butano

State Park (heavily wooded). T ime permit t ing, we may be
able to provide addit ional data sets. To the best of our

knowledge, this is some of the first publicly available data of
live and commercial white space networks. This data pro-

vide significant insight in to white space capabilit ies of pen-
et rat ing various types of terrain, foliage, and city-scapes.

4. NEEDS FOR DEMONSTRATION
The venue fortunately has availability of white space spec-

t rum on over 20 channels allowing for a robust demonst ra-
t ion of white space capabilit ies. The exact demonst rat ion

can be tailored to available space and setup const raints at

the venue. As a bare minimum we need at least two power
out lets, a place to set up laptops, monitors, and posters, as

well as space to set -up 2 t ripods for our antennas. We also
need Internet backhaul, preferably with 12 Mbps data rate.

We are willing to pay the conference hotel for the Internet
backhaul capability.

We can provide a demonst rat ion of the use of white space
networking in an indoor environment if a locat ion across
the hotel where we can setup a unit and a second antenna.

We are also current ly considering opt ions to demonst rate
the range of white space communicat ions in outdoor envi-

ronments. We can show historic data mapping this, and can
provide a live demonst rat ion if access to the roof of the hotel

or a high balcony on the hotel is provided.
We also can provide a demonst rat ion of mobility in white

space if we can use a cart to setup a bat tery powered unit
and portable antenna. This can be moved around in the

demo-area or in an external area and provide an interact ive
experience for conference part icipants.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, TV white space networks play a crit ical

role in demonst rat ing the potent ial of white space spect rum
bands and connect ivity. Our demonst rat ion is focused on

exact ly this: showing current capabilit ies of white space
networks with fully cert ified equipment , as well as future

potent ial. The live component of our demonst rat ion will
allow part icipants to gain insight in to these current capa-

bilit ies in in-door environments as well as outdoor with our
mobile unit setup. The interact ive data component of our

demo will provide a unique view in to some of the first com-
mercial white space networks, their performance, and their
operat ion. Finally, we hope to demonst rate that plat form’s

potent ial to the academic community as a viable plat form
for novel research and studies in the white space.
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F igur e 1: I n t his figur e, we show a m obi le uni t which
uses a bat t er y and power -inver t er t o r un an A CR S2.

our live and commercial white space deployments. The lat -

ter provides deeper insight in to white space capability that
exceeds the limitat ions of what we can demonst rate at the

venue. We will allow for live experimentat ion of the network
with mobile clients that part icipants can move around the

conference area to bet ter understand it s propagat ion. Be-
low, we provide a background on the radio system and then

provide more specifics of our demonst rat ion.

2. ADAPTRUM COGNITIVE RADIO
SYSTEM (ACRS) 2.0

To demonst rate and test the capabilit ies of white space
networks we use the Adapt rum Cognit ive Radio System 2.0

(ACRS2) plat form. The ACRS2 is an o↵-the-shelf white
space networking solut ion that is fully FCC compliant and

current ly undergoing compliance tests in other count riesworld-
wide. The device is designed and const ructed for rugged

condit ions allowing for outdoor usage and mobile test ing.
Below, we provide several details of the system.

P H Y & M A C L ayer : ACRS2 implements an adapt ive
OFDMA PHY layer with a TDD MAC layer (similar to

the IEEE 802.22 [1]) with 94 percent channel bandwidth
efficiency. 7 and 8 MHz channel sizes are supported for use
in internat ional count ries. The PHY layer is implemented

on FPGA / ASIC and the MAC layer mainly runs on a
co-located ARM processor.

Em ission: The t ransmit power of ACRS2 is max 23 dBm
conducted with up to 1 W max power with an enhanced PA

opt ion. Adjacent channel emission is less than -55 dBc. The
device supports omni-direct ional and direct ional antennas.

D at a R at es: Given our physical layer, combined upload
and download data rates of up to 12 Mbps per 6 MHz chan-

nel are supported. The uplink and downlink rat io can be
configured in any way (e.g., 1:1, 1:3:, 4:1).

D at abase A ccess: The ACRS2 is fully funct ional and
cert ified for use with the Telcordia iconect iv database, Mi-

crosoft TV white space database, and is current ly the only
radio cert ified for use with the Google spect rum database.

F igur e 2: Scr eenshot of t he G U I par t icipant s w i l l

see w i t h l ink qual i t y, B ER , P ER , t hr oughput , et c.

Open-A P I : A key feature of our radio system is our open
API of over 100 cont rols to modify and monitor aspects of

the radio in real-t ime. To the best of our knowledge, our
white space radio system is the only cert ifiable radio with

such cont rol. For example, the API opens up cont rol over
the physical layer (e.g., to disable certain subcarriers), rate

adaptat ion, the MAC layer, and allows reading of real-t ime
signal and environmental informat ion from the radio.

3. DEMONSTRATION
For our demonst rat ion, we provide 2 ways part icipants

can interact with our white space networks to learn more
about current capabilit ies and potent ial. First , we provide

demonst rat ion of live white space links and networks using
the ACRS2 system at the conference locat ion. Second, we

provide an interact ive display with details of some of our
deployments and t rials world-wide so that part icipants can
bet ter understand capabilit ies beyond the confines of the

conference locat ion. We describe these in detail below.

3.1 LiveWhite Space Links
We will demonst rate mult iple links to show the potent ial

of white space radio in a mult i-user scenario. This will in-

clude a link between two units in a room, a link across an
indoor environment , and a link from an indoor to outdoor

environment . The link between two distant indoor locat ions
will provide a view of the resiliency of white space commu-
nicat ions in mult i-path environments while the outdoor link

will demonst rate the potent ial of white space communica-
t ions over long distance.

Addit ionally, at the end of these links we wish to provide
a Wi-Fi connect ion so conference at tendees can browse the

Internet and test how the system performs in a real world
scenario. This will require a backhaul Internet connect ion

at the in-door conference locat ion.
One of the key points of our system and recent work is also

mobility. We will provide 2 mobile unit s on separate carts
that conference part icipants can wheel around the building

to see how white space penet rates in-door environments. As
shown in Figure 1, we will power the unit from a bat tery

system to provide full mobility and even allow part icipants
to experiment on di↵erent floors (and even outdoors). The

users will be able to use our desktop applicat ion to monitor
signal st rength, BER, packet error rates, throughput (uplink

2. Insight in to our real white space 
networks with interactive data

George Nychis (Adaptrum), Bruce DeBruhl (CMU), Peimin Chi (Adaptrum), Haiyun Tang (Adaptrum)



Real-time Breath and Heart Rate 
Monitoring Using Wireless Signals



iGaze: 
Vision Driven Networking

Can understand the user's visual 
attention using an eye camera

Can automatically connect to the 
target of interest.

Can run on top of  existing 
networking protocols, e.g., Wi-Fi.



How to accurately know the 3D orientation 
of your phone (phone attitude)?

What applications can we play 
with phone attitude?

Pengfei Zhou, Weiming Chan, Shiqi Jiang, Jiajue Ou, Mo Li and Guobin Shen



USRP b200: 70MHz –
6GHz RF coverage

• Smartphones have got fast enough to do SDR!
– Even ½ of 802.11a, and snugly 802.15.4

• It can let smartphones talk to IoT devices without chips!
– Good news for smartphone vendors

• Don’t need to put chips and use real-estate to speak protocols other                             
than cellular, WiFi, and Bluetooth

• RFID, WAVE device, ZigBee all with a single radio front!

Why don’t we let smartphones speak 
“thousand protocols,” not just cellular, Wi-Fi, 
and Bluetooth … ‘cause IoT would frequently 
need lower-speed protocols than these…

• Smartphone SDR has been made into an “app”
– No dependency on OS provider
– Anyone can upload/download his/her own wireless protocols

• Unpopular, niche, experimental, non-standard, … 

– SDR app now available on Google Play Store

SDR – on a Smartphone, as an App!
Smartphone 

without ZigBee 
chip but ZigBee 

SDRSmart lightbulb
(Phillips Hue) with 

ZigBee chip

[video]20140630_200612 (제출버전).mp4
[video]20140630_200612 (제출버전).mp4


A Robust Barcode System for Data Transmissions 
over Screen-Camera Links

Anran Wang1, Shuai Ma1, Chunming Hu1, Jinpeng Huai1, Chunyi Peng2, Guobin Shen3

1Beihang University, 2The Ohio State University, 3Microsoft Research

A layered barcode layout
A novel packet-frame-block barcode layout.

Adaptive symbol extraction
Our adaptive symbol extraction methods can locate
available distributed locators even if a portion of the
barcode is unavailable.

Techniques for reliability
Based on the observation of the error distribution, we
apply three different error correction codes on blocks,
frames and packets respectively.

RDCode not only enhances the transmission
reliability by addressing the smartphone
limitations and user behavior uncertainty, but
also improves the transmission rate.

More Details: Anran Wang, Shuai Ma, Chunming Hu, Jinpeng Huai, Chunyi Peng, and Guobin Shen. Enhancing reliability
to boost the throughput over screen-camera links. In MobiCom, 2014.



Mobile Opportunistic System for Experience Sharing 
(MOSES) in Indoor Exhibitions

Fehmi Ben Abdesslem, Anders Lindgren

SICS Swedish ICT



© Centre for Wireless Communications, University of Oulu

• CoPSS is not intended to replace the guaranteed exclusive band, that the

MNOs have, but to provide additional band through sharing.

• For the MNO, the benefit of CoPSS is the additional resource for temporary

peaks in demand.

• CoPSS is considered to be used for small cells.

• Inter-operator device to device (D2D) communication can be established

using CoPSS resources.

Co-primary Spectrum Sharing (CoPSS)

with Inter-Operator D2D Trial

19.9.2014

• Co-primary spectrum sharing concept 

enables multiple MNOs to simultaneously 

share the spectrum.

• The band will have multiple licensees 

instead of just one.

• Protocol for distributed spectrum 

controllers (SCs) with minimum information 

exchange between MNOs.

UE

Distributed

spectrum

controller

Distributed

spectrum

controller

UE
UEUE

BS BS

MNO A MNO B

CoPSS messaging

D2D



OpenAirInterface - An Open LTE Network in a PC

 OpenAirInterface 

 Suitably flexible platform for an open cellular ecosystem both for 4G 

experimentation as well as for 5G research

 Open-source reference software implementation of 3GPP-compliant 

LTE system and a subset of LTE-A features 

 Real-time indoor/outdoor experimentation and demonstration

Promote the development, distribution and adoption of 

the opensource hardware and software open cellular 

ecosystem 

©www.openairinterface.org

htpp://www.eurecom.fr/
htpp://www.eurecom.fr/


A cognitive solution for wireless 
conferencing system

• Televic Conferencing system

• Works brilliantly in a free spectrum

• What if there is interference?

• Spectrum sensing with USRP’s

• Searching for a free channel

• Switching a free channel to improve 

Quality of Service

Delegate 

Unit A

Delegate 

Unit B

Access Point

Wei Liu, Eli De Poorter, Pieter Becue, Bart Jooris, Vincent Sercu, Ingrid Moerman, Jeroen Vanhaverbeke

Channel switch from 160 to 36

Sensing data is collected in database



High-Precision RFID Tracking Using COTS Devices

15cm
2

0
c
m

Drawing in the Air



iPhone 5S iPhone 5C

iPad Air
Scooter tail light

Light fixture

Text transmission

Utilize any unmodified CMOS camera.
Camera communications as an APP.

Demo: RollingLight –
Universal Camera Communications

TX
R

X

10 ~ 15 Byte/s



Tracking User Browsing on a Demo Floor
A. Ganesan+, S. Rallapalli*, K. Chintalapudi+, V. N. Padmanabhan+, L. Qiu*

+Microsoft Research India        *The University of Texas at Austin

Walk

Gaze

Dwell

— Walk: purposefully 
towards area of interest

— Dwell: stop and spend 
time around general 
area of interest

— Gaze: look at an object 
with a keen interest

Classify behavior into categories 
below (inertial sensing)

Identify what the user is 
gazing at (vision)

Conference

Retail store



Enabling	  AGILE	  Spectrum	  Adapta6on	  
in	  Commercial	  802.11	  WLAN	  Deployments	  

!  In	   this	   demo,	  we	   present	   a	   Real-‐4me	  demonstra4on	   of	   the	  AGILE	   system	   that	  
implements	  Dynamic	   Spectrum	   (Central	   Frequency-‐Bandwidth)	  Adapta6on	  on	  
commercial	  802.11n	  hardware.	  

The	  AGILE	  System	  
!  Iden4fica4on	   of	   under-‐u4lised	   spectrum	  

fragments	   is	   based	   on	   Power	   Spectral	   Evalua4on	  
derived	   through	   hardware	   inherent	   in	   the	   PHY-‐
layer	  of	  standard	  802.11	  chipsets.	  

!  Adapta4on	  of	  occupied	  Spectrum	  by	  configuring:	  

•  Channel	  Bandwidth	  (40,	  20,	  10	  and	  5	  MHz)	  

•  Channel	  Central	  Frequency	  (steps	  of	  1	  MHz)	  	  

Demonstra6on	  

Advantages	  
! Distributed	  protocol	  opera4on	  

! 	  Compliance	  with	  802.11	  standard.	  	  

! Improved	  Performance	  under	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
High	  Interference	  condi4ons	  

! Minimal	  protocol	  overhead	  

	  

1.  The	  demo	  aMendee	  is	  able	  to	  configure	  the	  
occupied	  spectrum	  of	  two	  interfering	  links.	  

2.  The	  AGILE	  link	  constantly	  adapts	  to	  the	  
prevailing	  channel	  and	  traffic	  condi4ons.	  	  



mango
c ommu n i c a t i o n s

Real-Time Multi-User MIMO Channel Analysis with a 
Custom 802.11 Implementation

Chris Hunter, Patrick Murphy & Erik Welsh

5 WARP v3 Nodes 
Mango 802.11 Reference Design

Real Time Channel 
Analysis & VisualizationsWi-Fi Clients

AP

Array





Luxapose:	  	   	  Indoor	  Posi1oning	  with	  	  
	   	   	   	   	  Mobile	  Phones	  and	  Visible	  Light	  	  

•  Angle	  of	  arrival	  	  
•  Decimeter	  accuracy	  
•  Slightly	  modified	  LED	  luminaires	  
•  Unmodified	  mobile	  phone	  

80	  lb.	  demo	  setup!	  



PhoneLets	  (what	  is	  a	  phone	  anyway?)	  

Part	  of	  your	  ID	  and	  a	  gateway	  to	  the	  Internet	  

Both	  are	  9ed	  to	  a	  SIM	  card	  –	  why	  not	  move	  it?	  

Share	  it	  wirelessly	  across	  devices	  
•  Save	  energy	  
•  Share	  the	  costs	  
•  Reduce	  the	  network	  load	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  See	  me	  at	  the	  demo	  session!	  



ShadowMaps, The Urban Phone Tracking System

• GPS severely degraded if satellites 
are shadowed by tall buildings

• Can use untapped, crowdsourced 
GPS data to build 3D maps

• Then, can use 3D maps to provide 
accurate GPS positioning

• Real-time remote demo of location 
improvement and map matching

Satellite #2

Satellite #1

#1 NLOS
#2 LOS

#1 LOS
#2 NLOS

both
LOS

both
NLOS



UHF AP

UHF STA

802.11g AP

Internet
UHF STA

Laptop

UHF 
Backhaul

UHF 
Backhaul

802.11 
CSMA 
Clique

802.11g 
STAs

Demo: An Open-Source Development 
Platform for Long-Range UHF-

Connected WiFi Hotspots

Ryan E. Guerra 
Narendra Anand 
Dr. Edward Knightly
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ColPhone: 

Smartphone is just a piece of puzzle 

• Human Smartphone relation

• Infrastructure-less Collaboration.

• Roles and Modules

• 3D Story Teller.



Adaptive Flow Control for Wireless Serial Bus

using Wi-Fi Transmission Opportunity
- Woo-Sung Jung, Keun-Woo Lim, Young-Bae Ko -

● USB  Wi-Fi over USB

[ USB ]                          [Wi-Fi over USB ]

● What is the PROBLEM?
▷ Wi-Fi cannot guarantee bandwidth  Loss of Reliability!

● How to solve the problem?
▷ You can find our solution in the our poster session!!

See you soon in Poster Session !!



SaveAlert: A Sensor-driven Crowd Monitoring System

oMonitoring crowds at mass gatherings to 
detect impending danger and determine 
where resources are needed to be deployed

oAutomated monitoring using mobile crowd-
sensing approaches
oPut too much stress on the network infrastructure 

due to periodic uploads depending on the users’ 
participation level

Cloud
Watcher

Sampler

Sensor

Sleeping

oHierarchical dynamic backbone in the 
crowd to locally aggregate data 
oConstructed by leveraging Bluetooth and WiFi

Direct for P2P transmission

oAndroid crowd-monitoring app that 
measures the changes in audio levels and 
notifies users of impending danger



AirEye: Blind Monitor the ISM Band 
Based on Narrowband Radio

Meng Meng, Kun Tan, Wenjie Wang

AirEye is a powerful wideband spectrum monitor:

• Precise signal detection: exploit robust signal’s cyclic feature to 
achieve an average accurate detection rate of 94%-98%

• Blind feature extraction: require no prior knowledge of signal 
model  easy to accommodate emerging new wireless 
technologies

• Inexpensive narrowband radio: require no powerful wideband 
radio



Are You Driving? Non-intrusive Driver Detection 
Using Built-in Smartphone Sensors
Homin Park, DaeHan Ahn, Myonggyu Won, Sang H. Son, Taejoon Park
Real Time Cyber Physical System Lab, Department of Information and Communication Engineering, DGIST, Rep. of Korea

Why are we doing this? Existing Works

Vehicle Turning 

Movement Analysis 

(MobiCom 2013)

Distinct angular 

velocities from 

each seat

Bumping Motion 

Analysis 

(MobiSys 2013) 

Front part of 

vehicle is most 

likely to bump-up 

first

Image Processing 

(Apple Patent 2014)

Requires intrusive 

actions 

from the driver

Proposition!!

Infrastructure-less! No additional device required! 

Non-intrusive! Only uses actions and event that are

indispensable before driving

Sitting Down 
(Entering a vehicle)

Vehicle Door Closing Engine Start



In-Lane Communication Framework 
Using Smartphone’s Inertial Sensors

Abdulla Alasaadi (aalasaad@cs.odu.edu), Tamer Nadeem (nadeem@cs.odu.edu)

Feature
Correct est. 

city street

Busy exit 

ramp
Intersection

Average 

speed
76.32 94.82 82.64

No. of Stops 84.97 76.34 81.08

Waiting Time 88.20 76.34 86.32

Physical 

Features
78.47 83.84 84.61

All 86.64 91.47 84..74

Table 1. The accuracy of identifying lanes in different 

environments using different features

• Physical characteristics of the street: bumps,
potholes, turns , and sensors readings [gyroscope
and accelerometer].

• Driving features like average speed, number of
stops, waiting time, max. and min. speeds, time
between stops, etc. can identify a lane in most
streets

Broadcast message and 
signature to nearby cars.

mailto:aalasaad@cs.odu.edu
mailto:nadeem@cs.odu.edu


Doppler Effect based Device-free 
Moving Object Localization

 The Doppler shifts caused by human moving is uncertain, sometimes
can not be detected.

 Doppler shifts does not contain location information.

1.Extract the small Doppler shifts 
from object movement

2.Maping from Doppler
shifts to arrival Angles

Key challenges
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Prefetching is a great way to offer mobile users instant Web browsing experience. 

However, the accuracy of prefetching appears to be low.

In this work, our key idea is to prefetch Web pages basing on the relevance between 

what the users are seeing and what they have seen.

The titles of news pages instead of URLs alone.

A Framework for Instant Mobile Web Browsing with Smart Prefetching and Caching

Former Current

…



David Ramirez

Robert LiKamWa 

Jason Holloway

Behnaam Aazhang

Lin Zhong

Ashok Veeraraghavan

Advisors: Authors: 

STYROFOAM
Characterize and constrain inter-symbol 

interference with Styrofoam spacing blocks 



www.inf.ed.ac.uk

Programming Software-Defined 
Wireless Networks

• Increasing network 

complexity

– Right amount of 

information in right 

hands

– Hardware devices 

slow network 

changes

• Existing SDN offerings 

don’t meet needs

– Lack RAN specific 

features

Alexander Dawson



Bringing Mobility-Awareness in WLANs 
using PHY Layer Information

Li Sun1,2, Souvik Sen1, and Dimitrios Koutsonikolas2

1HP Labs, 2University at Buffalo, SUNY

How can we detect 
client mobility using WiFi only?

 Use PHY layer information

 Implementation on AP only

 Use off-the-shelf devices

 Improve protocol performance greatly

Our 
Approach

 Protocols optimized for static clients

 Use phone sensor to detect mobility?
Today’s
WLAN



Detection of Transportation Mode Based on
Smartphones for Reducing Distracted Driving

Xin Gao                    New Jersey Institute of Technology



 Basic Idea

 Using smartphone’s earphone to capture the breathing sound for 

fine-grained sleep monitoring.

 Advantages

 Achieving noninvasive breathing rate monitoring.

 Low cost and easy to use.

 Robust across different environments.

 Applications

 Sleep apnea diagnosis and treatment.

 Sleep stage detection.

 Treatment for asthma.

Hearing Your Breath: Fine-grained Sleep Monitoring Using Smartphones
Yanzhi Ren, Chen Wang, Yingying Chen, Jie Yang

What your earphone can do for you?

It may become your sleep doctor



Overheard ACK With Token Passing: An Optimization to 
802.11 MAC Protocol
Shegufta Bakht Ahsan, Nitin Vaidya
(sbahsan2, nhv)@illinois.edu

Say NO to Backoff and Explicit ACK !!!
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*This research was supported by NSF and Futurewei Technologies



SAfeDJ Community
Situation-Aware In-Car Music Delivery for Safe Driving

Main UI and Function

FIRST mobile music delivery application designed 

for vehicular users.

✤ Collection of sensing data considering the 

status of the drivers, cars and outside 

environments in real-time.

✤ Analysis of driver’s mood and fatigue degree.

✤ Classification of songs and Completion of 

music mood mapping.

✤ Delivery of  music for fatigue reduction, 

negative mood ease and better driving 

behavior.



SEA-OR: Spectrum and Energy Aware Opportunistic 
Routing  for Self-Powered Wireless Sensor Networks

Petros Spachos and Dimitrios Hatzinakos
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• Packet advancement
• Residual energy
• Link reliability



Cognitive Networking in a Self-Powered 
Wireless Sensor Network Testbed

Petros Spachos and Dimitrios Hatzinakos
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STARFISH: 
Retrofitting Computer Vision Libraries 
for Concurrent Support

Robert LiKamWa
Lin Zhong

Starfish 
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Locating RFID Tags by Rotation

1

Energy harvested by tags is related to their relative direction (not just 
distance) to the antenna 



Ziria: Language for Rapid Prototyping of Wireless PHY

• Currently, wireless networking prototypes are written in generic programming 
languages like C++ (Sora, Gnuradio)
• This has issues with portability, reuse, efficiency and readability

Discussion highlights: Special properties of 
wireless programs and how it lets us enhance 
code quality and efficiency

Real time WiFi 802.11a/g Receiver Pipeline

1 let comp Decode(h : struct HeaderInfo) =
2 DemapLimit(0) >>>
3 (if (h.modulation == M_BPSK) then
4 DemapBPSK() >>> DeinterleaveBPSK()
5 else if (h.modulation == M_QPSK) then
6 DemapQPSK() >>> DeinterleaveQPSK()
7 else ...) -- QAM16, QAM64 cases
8 >>> Viterbi(h.coding, h.len*8 + 8)
9 >>> scrambler()
10 in let comp detectSTS() = removeDC() >>> cca()
11 in let comp receiveBits() =
12 seq { h <- DecodePLCP()
13 ; Decode(h) >>> check_crc(h.len) }
14 in let comp receiver() =
15 seq { det <- detectSTS()
16 ; params <- LTS(det.shift)
17 ; DataSymbol(det.shift) >>>
18 FFT() >>>
19 ChannelEqualization(params) >>>
20 PilotTrack() >>>
21 GetData() >>>
22 receiveBits() }
23 in read >>> repeat{ receiver() } >>> write

• We motivate the need for a new 
programming language for Wireless 
programs.



Rectangles 
[INFOCOM10ZPC], [ICC10ZP] 

Rhombuses 
[arXiv11ZP] 

Hexagons 
[arXiv11ZP], [INFOCOM12ZP] 

Equilateral Triangles 
[arXiv12ZP] 

Within Arbitrary 
Shapes—SOLVED! 

Between Separate/ 
Overlapped 

Shapes—SOLVED! 

[MobiCom14 Poster] 

Geometrical Distance Distributions 
and Wireless Networks—by Fei Tong 

In addition: distance distributions from an arbitrary reference node to hexagons and 
arbitrary shapes are SOLVED in [GLOBECOM11ZLCP] and [UVicSpace13AP], respectively. 

sink 
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head 

sensor 

Thank You! 

Trapezoids 
[arXiv13AP] 
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Am I Indoor or Outdoor?
Valentin Radu

We need systems that are:

● Adaptive

● Robust

● Energy-efficient

Solution:
 Semi-supervised learning

Current Solutions:

indoor

?

The full paper will appear in Proc. ACM Sensys, Nov. 2014.

IODetector

Light Cell Magnetic

+

Estimation

<2000 <18
>15

GPS

fix?
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HiLight
Unobtrusive Screen-Camera Communication 

without Coded Images

QR Codes are great, 

but they are obtrusive…

Decreasing α

Dimming the pixel!

P

P

P
α = 1

Hiding bits in pixel 

translucency changes

Leveraging the α channel



A Coarse-Fine Corner Detection Approach 
for Two-Dimensional Barcode Decoding 

Changsheng CHEN and Wai Ho MOW  
HKUST BARCODE GROUP 

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 

Existing 
corner 
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Top right 

corner 
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Clock Synchronization for Wireless 

Sensors at the Physical Layer 
Omid Abari, Hariharan Rahul, and Dina Katabi 

Distributed Modulation 

Frequency and time synchronization opens many new opportunities: 

Distributed Compressive Sensing over the air 

Data aggregation over the air 

Today’s wireless sensors are not synchronized 

We propose a simple method to 

synchronize sensors at the physical layer 

 Large throughput and reliability gains 



Cognitive Science Research Group
http://cogsci.eecs.qmul.ac.uk

SensingKit: A Multi-Platform Mobile Sensing Framework  
for Large-Scale Experiments"

Kleomenis Katevas, Hamed Haddadi, Laurissa Tokarchuk!
http://www.sensingkit.org

SensingKit Server
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Plug-in
SystemModel

Manager

Sensor
Modules Data

Data Data
Extraction

Internet

• Works in Android and iOS mobile systems.	


• Captures Motion, Location and Proximity.	


• Power efficient using Bluetooth Smart (4.0).	


• Easily extensible using a modular design.	


• Automated time sync and data processing on 
the server.	


• Available in open-source under the GNU 
LGPL v3.0.

Platform Characteristics



| MobiCom’14 Hossein Shafagh, Anwar Hithnawi  September, 2014  

●  IoT devices: minimalistic interfaces, constrained 
●  Security: sensitive data, interaction with the physical world
● Our approach: 
●  RF interface for proximity-based authentication

●  Ambient RF noise (2.4 GHz)
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Come Closer: Proximity-based  
Authentication for the Internet of Things 
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